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Case Study of Pipe Support Failures
By Sam Kannappan, P.E.

In the July 2006 issue of STRUCTURE® magazine, a request was made to have readers submit failure 
stories from their experiences. Sam Kannappan submitted the following:

A minor oversight may create a ma- 
jor problem. Damage that could 
have been prevented in the first 

place may prove disastrous. This article 
describes two case studies where pre-
ventable failures occurred, creating 
major material losses.

Case 1: Wrong location  
for a small-bore 

 piping connection
In a refinery in El Paso, Texas, a fire was 

responsible for closing down a highway 
next to the plant in 1994. Figure 1 shows 
a 10-inch process pipe supported on a 
support beam. By mistake, 2-inch piping 
was installed close to the beam. The header 
pipe expanded when hot, and the branch 
moved with the header away from the 
beam. During an upset condition, colder 

temperatures caused the header pipe to 
contract, pulling the branch toward the 
beam. The amount of contraction was 
greater than the gap available between 
the branch and the beam. Due to this 
interference, the branch pipe broke  
off, and product started leaking. A fire 
started, and the Texas state highway 
next to the refinery was closed down 
for hours.  
The direction and amount of move-

ment of piping should be calculated for 
all load conditions. Small-bore piping is 
often ignored during the design process. 
Care should also be taken in the layout 
and design of such piping. A reasonable 
distance should be left as a gap in order to 
avoid similar failures.
The lesson learned here is that attention 

should be given even to minute details 
such as the location of small branch 

connections. What seems insignificant 
at first glance may turn out to be very 
significant. Design should be compre-
hensive enough by including the 
consideration of all contingencies, upset, 
short-term and operational conditions. 
The weakest link in the system, and 
therefore the point of greatest risk, was 
hidden and not obvious: a 2-inch piping 
connection that failed and shut down a 
major process line. A seemingly minor 
incident resulted in major material and 
time loss.  

Case 2: Two anchors 
installed in a straight 

length of piping
Figure 2 shows a pipe rack failure in a 

Texas refinery in 1975. 24-inch-diameter 
steam piping was supported on a pipe 
rack. Movement of piping was controll-
ed by anchors, stops and guides. Stops 
prevent axial movement and guides 
prevent lateral movement. In this case, 
two anchors were installed on a straight 
length of piping. Restrained in two 
locations axially, a large thermal force 
was created along the pipe axis because 
the pipe was not allowed to expand. As a 
result, the structural column supporting 
the pipe was badly bent and damaged.
The lesson learned here is that field 

inspection is necessary to make sure that  
as-built conditions match the design.  
Support for gravity loads is well-
understood, but the potentially enormous 
value of thermal forces in a restrained 
pipe may be overlooked during design. 
Careful calculation is necessary to 
determine all loads that may be acting 
under various conditions.▪

Figure 1: Small bore piping located near a beam
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Figure 2: Two Anchors installed in a straight piping
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